The phylogeny of nine species of the Drosophila obscura group inferred by the banding homologies of chromosomal regions. III. Element D.
The phylogenetic relationships among nine species belonging to the obscura group of the genus Drosophila were deduced, based on similarities of the banding pattern of their polytene chromosomal element D. These similarities were inferred by the comparison of chromosomal photomaps. The phylogenetic reconstruction was the most parsimonious based on seriation by overlapping inversions and on the principle of conservation/disassociation of nearby located segments. The gene sequences of element D for all species studied were relatively easy to recognize in terms of the map of D. obscura, already found to occupy a relative central position in this group. Thus, three clusters of closely related species could be identified: obscura (D. obscura, D. ambigua, and D. tristis), African (D. kitumensis and D. microlabis), and subobscura (D. subobscura, D. madeirensis and D. guanche), with D. subsilvestris standing apart. The results are in agreement with those from the previously studied elements B and E, but element D was found to be much more conclusive concerning the links among the different clusters. Thus, it is inferred that D. guanche occupies an intermediate position between the other two species of its own cluster and all the others. The gene arrangement of D. obscura, directly related to those of the other species, has been identified. In the phylogenetic tree proposed, both the African cluster and D. subsilvestris derive from a hypothetical gene arrangement, intermediate in the pathway between the subobscura and obscura clusters.